2006 Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren
Price

USD 259 000

Year of manufacture

2006

Mileage

7 069 km / 4 393
mi

Gearbox
Chassis number

Automatic
WDDAJ76F06M000691

Number of doors
Interior type

2
Leather

Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Location
Exterior colour
Car type
Exterior brand colour
Electric windows
Climate control

Silver
Coupé
Crystal Laurit
Silver Metallic
Yes
Yes

Description
Spectacular original condition
Just in from Southern California
Only 7,069 carefully driven miles
List for over $486,000 new
Iconic and desirable Mercedes-Benz color scheme
One of only 141 built for the US market
Formula 1-inspired engineering by two legendary manufacturers
Virtually cannot be told from new!!
Tremendous investment potential
Truly a collector's dream!
Options Include
Climate controlled air conditioning
Premium sound system
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Power windows
Power steering
Power brakes
19-inch design turbine wheels
Special ordered exclusive leather
Comfort seat package
Looking to rekindle the romance from its iconic racing cars of the 1950s, Mercedes-Benz joined forces
with McLaren for the first time outside of their Formula 1 relationship to create the SLR McLaren.
Under its hood was a 616 BHP version of the Supercharged 5.4-liter V-8 that Mercedes-Benz's AMG
division shoehorned into cars such as the SL 55 and CL 55, albeit highly modified. The engine was
revised to use dry-sump lubrication, a Lysholm-type twin-screw supercharger, and a pair of
intercoolers.
Mercedes-Benz and McLaren chose to utilize a carbon-fiber monocoque for the chassis, providing
both incredible strength and rigidity while remaining as lightweight as possible. To optimize weight
distribution, the engine was placed over three feet behind the front bumper, giving the car its
impressive, long-hooded silhouette. Mated to a five-speed automatic transmission, carbon-ceramic
brakes and an innovative brake-by-wire system ensured rapid stopping; even considering the car's
touring-ready 3,900 lb curb weight. Gullwing-style doors added a touch of modern flair, giving a
stylistic nod to its ancestors.
Testing conducted by Car and Driver magazine proved the SLR to be a world-class performer. The 0–
60 sprint was over in just 3.4 seconds, while an 11.2-second quarter mile was achieved at a final
speed of 130 mph. Given enough room, the Mercedes-McLaren topped out at an impressive 208 mph.
The magnificent Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren Gullwing Coupe featured here is finished in an iconic
Mercedes-Benz color combination of Crystal Laurit Silver Metallic over special ordered exclusive
leather in black/anthracite. This exceptional motorcar has been meticulously maintained from new
and carefully driven just 7,069 miles! This investment-grade SLR is fitted with many options and is
accompanied by its books, manuals, toolkit and more. We are proud to offer this incredible SLR
McLaren to the most particular investor, collector or enthusiast who demands only the best.
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